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Two communications at the ASCO Conference reported
advances in treatment of women with breast or ovarian
cancer.
On Saturday, 30th May, Dr Alexandra Leary presented
data on the effect of chemotherapy on ovarian tumours
and the implications for determination of the best
strategy to eradicate residual tumour cells.
Dr Suzette Delaloge is the principal French investigator of
ExteNET, a large phase III international registration study.
This was presented as an oral communication on Monday,
1st June and shows a substantial reduction in the risk
of relapse with adjuvant therapy in women with Her2+
breast cancer.

III OVARIAN CANCER: HOW
TO DETERMINE THE BEST
THERAPEUTIC STRATEGY
AFTER CHEMOTHERAPY

Treatment of advanced
ovarian cancer depends on
the chemotherapeutic use of
platinum salts to supplement
surgery. The current approach
involves tumour analysis at the
time of diagnosis. Response rates
are high (80%) but, unfortunately,
the majority of patients relapse
because of the development of

resistance to treatment.
Dr Alexandra Leary, oncologist in
the Gustave Roussy Department
of Medical Oncology, has studied
the effects of chemotherapy on
ovarian tumours to characterise
better those cells which escape
from treatment.
The study presented on Saturday,
30th May addressed the
exploration of genetic damage
and changes in the local cellular
immune response (which help
in analysis of recruitment of the
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1. Genomic profile and immune
infiltrate in paired ovarian cancer
(OC) samples pre- and postneoadjuvant chemotherapy (NC).
Alexandra Leary, Catherine Genestie,
Julien Adam, Audrey Le Formal,
Patricia Pautier, Catherine Lhomme,
Romy chen-Min-Tao, Aurelie Auguste

immune system to the tumour
site) in ovarian tumours following
chemotherapy administered
before surgery (neo-adjuvant).
Dr Leary has shown that
chemotherapy has effects on
the tumour genomic profile,
especially for genes which are
involved in repair of damage
resulting from the treatment.
Potential targets, such as BRAF
and RAS were over-expressed in
the tumour after chemotherapy.
In addition, chemotherapy
may increase the migration of
immune system cells into the
tumour. Studies of the effect on
PD-L1 expression are ongoing.
These data might be used in the
future to help in choice of drugs
to be used after chemotherapy,
immunotherapy or targeted
therapy to eradicate the residual
cancerous cells which might
cause relapse.

III BREAST CANCER

Targeted therapy reduces the risk
of early relapse in women with
Her2-positive breast cancer.
Dr Suzette Delaloge, oncologist
in the Department of Medical
Oncology and Chair of the
Gustave Roussy Breast Disease
Committee led the ExteNET
study in France. This phase
III international randomised
multicentre study recruited
a total of 2,821 patients with
aggressive but localised breast
cancer expressing the Her2
receptor.
Neratinib, a pan-HER
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, was
administered for a year as a
delayed adjuvant in these women,
who were treated according to
the best current standards but
whose cancer remained at risk
of relapse. They will be followed
for 5 years. The first results
after two years of follow-up are
very encouraging. They show a
substantial diminution in the risk
of invasive relapse, the principal
end-point of the study. This is
the first proof of concept that
a tyrosine kinase inhibitor is
potentially capable of increasing
the cure rate in the early stage
and not only of prolonging
survival in late-stage disease.
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2. Neratinib after adjuvant
chemotherapy and trastuzumab in
HER2-positive early breast cancer:
Primary analysis at 2 years of a
phase 3, randomized, placebocontrolled trial (ExteNET).
Arlene Chan, Suzette Delaloge,
Frankie Ann Holmes, Beverly Moy,
Hiroji Iwata, Vernon J. Harvey,
Nicholas J. Robert, Tajana Silovski,
Erhan Gokmen, Gunter Von Minckwitz,
Bent Ejlertsen, Stephen K. L. Chia,
Janine Mansi, Carlos H. Barrios,
Michael Gnant, Alvin Wong, Richard
Bryce, Bin Yao, Miguel Martin.

The Gustave-Roussy medical researchers reveal
their research findings in 56 presentations at the
American Society of Clinical Oncology Conference.
The ASCO scientific committee selected 22 oral
communications, 5 of which were to be presented
directly by the Institute, 7 posters for discussion,
5 of which to be presented by Gustave-Roussy, and
25 posters.
At this 51st meeting of the most important world
conference in oncology, Gustave Roussy confirms
its leading position in two therapeutic fields which
are being absorbed into day-to-day management
and are resulting in changes in practice within
the Department of Medical Oncology (DMO):
immunotherapy which is being developed in new
disease areas, and targeted therapies and novel
approaches to tumour resistance to treatment.
This 2015 meeting will also be noteworthy for
the early evaluation through phase I clinical
trials of what will become tomorrow’s therapies,
in particular within DITEP (Drug Development
Department) at Gustave Roussy.
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care, research and teaching.
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